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Supplementary Fig. 1: Flow chart showing Fit to Study recruitment, baseline sample and 
final subsample (n = 7,385) 

 
Secondary Analyses 

We re-ran each of the four multilevel models exploring associations between physical activity, 
fitness and internalising and externalising symptoms using the full, imputed data set 
(n=16,017), controlling for nuisance variables as before. We explored predictors of the 
probability of missingness using multilevel logistic regression. Analyses revealed that data 
were not missing completely at random, lending support for the missing at random 
assumption. Data were imputed using multilevel multiple imputation available in the jomo 
package in R (1). Jomo uses a multivariate normal modelling approach fitted by Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). We used joint model substantive-model compatible imputation 
(2) within jomo to ensure compatibility between the imputation model and the substantive 
model of interest, which included multiple interaction terms. The imputation model included 
all variables that were part of the substantive model, as well as any variable (pre- or post-
intervention) that had a correlation ≥ 0·3 with the model variables themselves, or, 
alternatively, with missingness in these variables. Due to the presence of post-intervention 
data in the imputation models, we split the imputations by treatment arm. We employed a 
common covariance matrix and, after a burn-in of at least 4,000 iterations, we imputed each 
data set 50 times, specifying 1,000 iterations between imputations. The MCMC chains were 
inspected to check for convergence. Operations were performed on transformed outcome 
variables (3); the reference category for sex was female rather than male as in the primary 
analyses.  Model parameters and their standard errors were estimated for each imputed dataset 
and combined using Rubin’s rules (4). 
 

Recruitment 
Schools (n = 106) 

Randomisation 
Schools (n = 104) 

Attempted survey 
Schools (n = 82) 

Participants (n = 9,805) 

Clean dataset 
Schools (n = 82 ) 

Participants (n = 9,660) 

Declined to participate 
Schools (n = 2) 

Withdrew 
Schools (n = 11) 

Baseline 
Schools (n = 93) 

Participants (n = 16,071) 

Data capture errorsa 
Participants (n =115) 

Careless respondersb 
Participants (n = 30) 

Did not attempt survey 
Schools (n = 11) 

Participants (n = 6,212) 

aWe	removed	115	cases	with	missing	data,	caused	by	software	failing	to	record	participants’	responses.		
bItems	reported	in	this	study	were	from	a	larger	battery	arranged	in	three	blocks	of	items	measured	on	similar	Likert	scales.	We	took	a	
conservative	approach	to	identifying	careless	responders,	searching	for	long	strings	of	identical	answers	by	position	on	the	scale,	
accounting	for	reversed	items	searching	for	long	strings	of	identical	answers	and	removing	participants	who	gave	the	same	answer	(by	
position	on	the	scale,	accounting	for	reversed	items)	throughout	all	blocks	(25,	30	and	16	items	per	block).	We	calculated	the	mean	
string	length	per	block	(MSL)	and	removed	30	participants	who	gave	the	same	answer	throughout	one	block,	and	recorded	a	string	of	
MSL+3SD	in	at	least	one	more	block.		

Complete cases  
Schools (n = 67 ) 

Participants (n = 7,385) 

Did not attempt fitness 
Schools (n = 15 ) 

Participants (n = 2,275) 



Supplementary Table 1: Estimates of associations between activity, fitness and 
internalising symptoms in full, imputed data set (n = 16,017) 

Model 1 

Estimatea  

ß 2·5% CI 97·5% CI Model 2 

Estimatea 

ß 2·5% CI 97·5% CI 

PA -0·14*** -0·17 -0·11 Fit -0·34*** -0·37 -0·30 

eFSMb 0·08* 0·01 0·16 eFSMb -0·02 -0·10 0·05 

Sexc -0·20*** -0·25 -0·16 Sexc -0·10*** -0·15 -0·06 

PA*eFSM  0·004 -0·06 0·07 Fit*eFSM  -0·10 -0·21 0·01 

PA*Sex  -0·10*** -0·14 -0·06 Fit*Sex 0·06** 0·01 0·11 

PA*eFSM*Sex 0·03 -0·07 0·13 Fit*eFSM *Sex 0·17* -0·03 0·32 
aFully-adjusted model including age, sex, eFSM, nuisance covariates and school effects; physical activity/fitness 
and internalising scores are z-scored; internalising symptoms are square-root transformed 
bReference category: not eligible for FSM 
cReference category: female 
*** p<0·001; **p<0·0125; * p <0·05 
 

Supplementary Table 2: Estimates of associations between activity, fitness and 
externalising symptoms in full, imputed dataset (n = 16,017) 

Model 3 

Estimatea  

ß 2·5% CI 97·5% CI Model 4 

Estimatea 

ß 2·5% CI 97·5% CI 

PA -0·10*** -0·13 -0·07 Fit -0·12*** -0·17 -0·06 

eFSMb 0·28*** 0·22 0·35 eFSMb 0·19** 0·07 0·32 

Sexc 0·21*** 0·16 0·25 Sexc 0·23*** 0·17 0·30 

PA*eFSM  0·01 -0·05 0·07 Fit*eFSM  -0·11 -0·30 0·07 

PA*Sex  0·03 -0·00 0·07 Fit*Sex -0·06 -0·005 0·14 

PA*eFSM*Sex -0·01 -0·12 0·09 Fit*eFSM*Sex 0·14 -0·09 0·37 
aFully-adjusted model including age, sex, eFSM, nuisance covariates and school effects; physical activity/fitness 
and exterternalising scores are z-scored; externalising symptoms are rank-inverse transformed 
bReference category: not eligible for FSM 
cReference category: female 
*** p<0·001; **p<0·0125; * p <0·05 
 
 
Supplementary Table 3: Active lifestyle and mental health variable loadings on 
respective canonical variates 
 
Mode 1    Mode 2    
Active Lifestyle Rs Mental Health Rs Active Lifestyle Rs Mental Health Rs 
PA  0·35 Emotional -0·28 PA  -0·02 Emotional -0·20 
Habitual PA 0·42 Peer  -0·26 Habitual PA -0·02 Peer  0·08 
Fitness 0·28 Conduct  -0·15 Fitness 0·02 Conduct  0·14 
Attitude to PA 0·46 Hyperactivity  -0·12 Attitude to PA -0·04 Hyperactivity  0·08 
FSM -0·06 Pro-social 0·23 FSM 0·05 Pro-social -0·23 
Sex -0·05 Global SE  0·42 Sex -0·34 Global SE  0·00 
Lifestyle*FSM 0·01 Physical SE  0·47 Lifestyle*FSM 0·01 Physical SE  0·06 
Lifestyle*Sex 0·02   Lifestyle*Sex 0·02   
Lifestyle*FSM*Sex 0·00   Lifestyle*FSM*Sex 0·01   
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